Measurements of octanol–air partition coefficients, vapor pressures and vaporization enthalpies of the (E) and (Z) isomers of the 2-ethylhexyl 4-methoxycinnamate as parameters of environmental impact assessment
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Abstract

2-Ethylhexyl 4-methoxycinnamate is one of the UVB blocking agents more widely used in a variety of industrial fields. There are more than one hundred industrial suppliers worldwide. Given the enormous annual consumption of octinoxate, problems that arise due to the accumulation of this compound in nature should be taken into consideration. The GC-RT was used in this work with the aim of determining the vapor pressure, enthalpies of vaporization and octanol–air partition coefficient, for the BBP, DOP, E- and Z-EHMC esters. The results showed that Z-EHMC is almost five times more volatile than E-EHMC. Moreover, BBP, Z-EHMC and E-EHMC can be classified as substances with a relatively low mobility since they lie within the range of $8 < \log K_{OA} < 10$ and $-4 < \log (P_l/P_a) < -2$, while DOP lies in the range of $\log K_{OA} > 10$ and $\log (P_l/P_a) < -4$, therefore, a low mobility can be expected. From these parameters, their particle-bound fraction and gas–particle partition coefficient were also derived.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

UV filters emerge as environmental pollutants and constitute a heterogeneous group of chemicals that are found in personal care products, mainly, to protect the body from sunlight. Moreover, they are used in industrial products such as paints, pesticides, plastics, or textiles in order to prevent the photodegradation of their components (Richardson, 2010; Zenker et al., 2008).

The 2-ethylhexyl 4-methoxycinnamate (EHMC or octinoxate) is one of the most commonly used chemical UV filters. It has been detected in untreated and treated waste waters (Balmer et al.,...
2. Experimental section

2.1. Experimental methodology

Comment: For abbreviations and symbols meanings used in this text, refer to nomenclature section.

GC-RT was used to determine the $P_i$ and $K_{OA}$ of the substances under study (Bidleman, 1984; Chickos et al., 2004; Wania et al., 2002; Odabasi et al., 2006). It has been strongly established that the analyte vapor pressure governs its movement along the column and the amount of time that each analyte spends on the chromatographic column, $t_m$, should be inversely proportional to its vapor pressure. Using a $t_m = 60$ s as a reference time and plotting $\ln(t_{iR}/t_{ref})$ against $1/T$ for each analyte, the results show a straight line. When its slope is multiplied by $R$ (kJ mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$), it results in the enthalpy of transfer, $-\Delta H_{trn}(t_m)$, of each analyte from the column’s stationary phase to the gas carrier (Chickos and Lipkind, 2010).

\[
\Delta H_{trn}(t_m) = \Delta H_{vap}(t_m) + \Delta H_{intr}(t_m)
\]  

The $\Delta H_{vap}(T_{298})$ for the target substance can be evaluated from the correlation equation between $\Delta H_{trn}(T_m)$ and the literature $\Delta H_{vap}(T_{298})$. The selection of reference substances is usually influenced by the nature of the functional groups involved and lesser so by the hydrocarbon structural portion of the molecule. Usually, the best results are obtained when the structure of the references closely resembles the structure of the target substances.

A linear behavior was obtained by plotting parameter of Eq. (2) at each temperature.

\[
\ln(t_{iR}/t_{ref}) = \left(\frac{A_{OA}}{A_{OA}U_i}U_{ref}\right) \ln K_{OA,ref} + C
\]  

Using the slope of Eq. (2), the volatilization energy ratio between the target and reference substances can be estimated. Furthermore, this ratio, consequently, can be used to calculate the uncalibrated octanol–air partition coefficients ($K_{OA,GC}$) using
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\[
\ln(K_{OA,GC}) = (A_{OA}U_t/A_{OA}U_{ref}) \ln(K_{OA,ref}) + c
\]

The \( K_{OA,GC} \) values are not necessarily identical to \( K_{OA} \) and they were converted into \( K_{OA,GC} \) using a number of calibration compounds for which \( K_{OA} \) are well known from techniques other than the GC-RT used in this work. Previous studies relying on the GC-RT have successfully employed reference compounds that are quite different from the target substances (Hinckley et al., 1990). In this work, hexachlorobenzene (HCBz) served as a reference compound in \( K_{OA,GC} \) determinations because its \( K_{OA} \) is well established as a function of temperature (Shoeib and Harner, 2002).

GC-RT is a widespread technique applied in determination of vaporization properties of organic substances and trusted for the rapidness, robustness, and reliability of its measurements and requiring low levels of purity for the samples. Nevertheless, experimental vaporization properties reliability and the standards selection affect directly the results (Chickos et al., 1995).

2.2. Materials

n-Hexane chromatographic grade (purity > 98.5%). E-EHMC (purity > 99.5%). The analyze Z-EHMC was obtained by UV Photolysis (\( \lambda = 254 \) nm) of an E-EHMC solution in n-hexane, its purity was checked by HPLC–UV–vis (KONIC-KNK-500). The FAMES 16:0 and 18:0 present in the FAMES-001-R-KIT MIX (purity 99%) were used as mono-ester control substances. A standard solution M-8270-01-ASL (purity 99%) containing DMP, DEP, DBP, BBP, DEHP, DOP and HCBz were used as reference substances.

2.3. Experimental set-up

All compounds were analyzed as mixtures in a Shimadzu GCMS-QP2100ULTRA-AOC20i using an injector at 553 K with a 10/1 split ratio, a column of 25 mm ID, 30 m and 0.1 mm phase thickness Zebron ZB-5MS. The oven temperature in each isothermal method was kept within ±0.1 K. Helium chromatographic grade (99.9999%) was used as the carrier gas with a constant linear velocity of 35.2 cm s\(^{-1}\).

The interface and the ionization source were kept at 553 K and 473 K, respectively. Electron impact ionization was used at 70 eV and ions from 50 to 700 amu were recorded in a scan mode. The references were injected simultaneously with the target substances using a non-retained analyte.

Experimental adjusted retention time (\( t_a = t - t_{0a} \)) of the target and reference substances were obtained. The holdup time, \( t_{0a} \) was determined in a selected ion monitoring mode (SIM), at all temperatures, from the nitrogen peak of injected air. The adjusted retention time, \( t_a \), was measured over a temperature range of around 70 K at 5 K intervals. The uncertainties reported in the final column of Tables 1–3 were calculated taking into account the uncertainty in the slope and intercept of the equations listed at the bottom of each respective table.

3. Results and discussion

The phthalates were used as reference compounds of the E-EHMC and Z-EHMC esters. In order to support the good behavior of these references, the well characterized FAMEs 16:0 and 18:0 were also measured and used as control substances together with BBP and DOP.

3.1. Estimation of the vaporization enthalpies

Table 1, collects the results of the \( \Delta H_{trn} (T_m) \), obtained from the slope, using the correlations of \( \ln(t_a/t_0) \) vs 1/T for all the compounds measured (see supplementary information S1).

In the majority of cases, the vaporization enthalpy data available from literature are reported as \( \Delta H_{vap} (T_{298}) \) but, in these experiments, the \( \Delta H_{trn} (T_m) \) were obtained. \( T_m \) is bigger than 298.15 K, generally. So, it is necessary to correlate the experimental \( \Delta H_{trn} (T_m) \) data against the \( \Delta H_{vap} (T_{298}) \) from the literature. As it can be seen in Figure S2.1 (supplementary information S.2) a linear relationship was obtained for the phthalates and also provides a visual assessment of the correlation quality.

Regarding E- and Z-EHMC there are not any experimental values of \( \Delta H_{vap} (T_{298}) \) reported in literature for comparison. The experimental \( \Delta H_{vap} (T_{298}) = 105.00 \pm 1.80 \) kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for BBP agrees, within experimental error, with the value reported by Gobble et al. (2014). In the case of DOP, a \( \Delta H_{vap} (T_{298}) = 126.56 \pm 2.01 \) kJ mol\(^{-1}\) is within the range of the values 122.6 and 130.4 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) determined by Gobble et al. (2014) and Perry and Weber (1949), respectively.

\( \Delta H_{vap} (T_{298}) = (108.91 \pm 1.82) \) kJ mol\(^{-1}\) was measured for E-EHMC which is substantially different from the estimated value of 65.7 ± 3.0 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) at boiling point, using the ACD Laboratories

| Table 1 | Results of the correlations obtained between enthalpies of transfer measured from \( \ln(t_a/t_0) \) vs 1/T plots and literature vaporization enthalpies. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Slope\(^a\) | Intercept\(^a\) | \( \Delta H_{trn} (T_m) \) (kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) | \( \Delta H_{vap} (298 \text{ K}) \) (lit) (kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) | \( \Delta H_{vap} (298 \text{ K}) \) (calcld)\(^b\) (kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) |
| DMP | –6627 ± 40 | 14.15 ± 0.10 | 55.07 ± 0.43 | 77 | 76.93 ± 1.54 |
| DEP | –7087 ± 45 | 14.61 ± 0.19 | 59.04 ± 0.83 | 82.1\(^c\) | 82.36 ± 1.59 |
| DOP | –8303 ± 56 | 16.11 ± 0.16 | 70.15 ± 0.75 | 96.3\(^d\) | 95.71 ± 1.72 |
| Z-EHMC | –8596 ± 50 | 15.39 ± 0.13 | 70.30 ± 0.65 | – | 98.93 ± 1.75 |
| BBP | –9149 ± 50 | 14.31 ± 0.16 | 68.26 ± 0.83 | 106.5\(^e\) | 105.00 ± 1.80 |
| FAME 16:0 | –8317 ± 45 | 15.60 ± 0.10 | 69.11 ± 0.37 | 96.8±96.16\(^f\) | 95.86 ± 1.72 |
| FAME 18:0 | –9152 ± 45 | 17.05 ± 0.10 | 76.05 ± 0.37 | 105.9±106.1\(^g\) | 105.03 ± 1.80 |
| E-EHMC | –9323 ± 58 | 16.53 ± 0.14 | 76.83 ± 0.67 | – | 108.91 ± 1.82 |
| DEHP | –10223 ± 46 | 17.83 ± 0.10 | 84.95 ± 0.38 | 116.7\(^h\) | 116.80 ± 1.92 |
| DOP | –11112 ± 62 | 19.15 ± 0.13 | 92.34 ± 0.52 | 122.6±130.4\(^i\) | 126.56 ± 2.01 |

\(^a\) The slope and intercept of the line obtained by plotting \( \ln(t_a/t_0) \) against 1/T.

\(^b\) Mackay et al. (2006).

\(^c\) Small et al. (1948).

\(^d\) Stephenson and Malanowski (1987).

\(^e\) Gobble et al. (2014).

\(^f\) van Genderen et al. (2002).

\(^g\) Chickos et al. (2004).

\(^h\) EPA (2015a,b).

\(^i\) Perry and Weber (1949).

\(^k\) This work.
Table 2
Correlation of \(\ln(t_0/t_a)\) with experimental \(\ln(P_i/P_0)\) values at \(T/K = 298.15\).^a

| Compound | Slope T/K | Intercept | \(\ln(t_0/t_a)\) | \(\ln(P_i/P_0)_{\text{calc}}\) | \(\ln(P_i/P_0)_{\text{obs}}\)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMP</td>
<td>−6627 ± 40</td>
<td>14.16 ± 0.10</td>
<td>−8.04 ± 0.19</td>
<td>−1.204^b</td>
<td>−1.071 ± 0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEP</td>
<td>−7087 ± 45</td>
<td>14.61 ± 0.19</td>
<td>−9.19 ± 0.26</td>
<td>−2.313^c</td>
<td>−2.411 ± 0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP</td>
<td>−8303 ± 56</td>
<td>16.11 ± 0.16</td>
<td>−12.05 ± 0.32</td>
<td>−5.627^d</td>
<td>−5.712 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-EHMC</td>
<td>−8536 ± 50</td>
<td>15.39 ± 0.13</td>
<td>−13.15 ± 0.27</td>
<td>−6.812^e</td>
<td>−6.987 ± 0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBP</td>
<td>−9149 ± 50</td>
<td>14.31 ± 0.16</td>
<td>−14.45 ± 0.47</td>
<td>−8.484 ± 0.054</td>
<td>−7.121 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-EHMC</td>
<td>−9323 ± 58</td>
<td>16.53 ± 0.14</td>
<td>−14.57 ± 0.32</td>
<td>−10.87^f</td>
<td>−10.814 ± 0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEHP</td>
<td>−10223 ± 46</td>
<td>17.83 ± 0.10</td>
<td>−16.46 ± 0.26</td>
<td>−12.11^g</td>
<td>−12.737 ± 0.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOP</td>
<td>−11112 ± 62</td>
<td>19.15 ± 0.13</td>
<td>−16.57 ± 0.32</td>
<td>−12.11^g</td>
<td>−12.737 ± 0.132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Eq. (5).
^b Rohac et al. (1999).
^c Rohac et al. (2004).
^d Staples et al. (1997).
^e Gobble et al. (2014), Clausen et al. (2002) and Gobble et al. (2014).
^f van Genderen et al. (2002) and Chicks et al. (2004).
^g Clausen et al. (2002).

Table 3
Octanol–air partition coefficients determined by GC-RT: Uncalibrated (\(K_{OA,cc}\)), calibrated (\(K_{OA,cal}\)) and literature (\(K_{OA,lit}\)) for selected phthalates, E-EHMC and Z-EHMC at 298.15 K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>(\log K_{OA,cc})</th>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>(A_{c10}) (\text{UI} \text{ mol}^{-1})</th>
<th>(\log K_{OA,cal})</th>
<th>(\log K_{OA,lit})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMP</td>
<td>6.80 ± 0.19</td>
<td>6611 ± 33</td>
<td>−6.50 ± 0.08</td>
<td>126.52 ± 0.63</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.00 ± 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEP</td>
<td>7.31 ± 0.26</td>
<td>7107 ± 46</td>
<td>−7.01 ± 0.11</td>
<td>136.01 ± 0.88</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.48 ± 0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP</td>
<td>8.55 ± 0.32</td>
<td>8326 ± 56</td>
<td>−8.22 ± 0.13</td>
<td>159.34 ± 1.07</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>8.66 ± 0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-EHMC</td>
<td>8.99 ± 0.33</td>
<td>8543 ± 61</td>
<td>−7.95 ± 0.13</td>
<td>163.49 ± 1.17</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>9.08 ± 0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBP</td>
<td>9.60 ± 0.28</td>
<td>9174 ± 50</td>
<td>−8.67 ± 0.11</td>
<td>175.57 ± 0.96</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>9.12 ± 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-EHMC</td>
<td>9.65 ± 0.32</td>
<td>9346 ± 58</td>
<td>−9.13 ± 0.13</td>
<td>178.86 ± 1.11</td>
<td>9.93</td>
<td>9.70 ± 0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEHP</td>
<td>10.47 ± 0.26</td>
<td>10252 ± 47</td>
<td>−10.27 ± 0.10</td>
<td>196.20 ± 0.90</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.48 ± 0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOP</td>
<td>11.20 ± 0.34</td>
<td>11143 ± 62</td>
<td>−11.59 ± 0.13</td>
<td>213.25 ± 1.19</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>11.18 ± 0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Cousins and Mackay (2000).
^b EPA EPIsuite (2015a,b).

software. On the other hand, the Z-EHMC, with a \(\Delta H_{\text{vap}}\) \((T_{298}) = 98.93 ± 1.75 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\) had a vaporization enthalpy of almost 10 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\) lower than its isomer and to our knowledge; it is the first report for this substance.

3.2. Estimation of the vapor pressure

Table 2 presents the \(P_i/P_0\) of target, control and reference substances for bibliographic and experimental data. Fig. 1 shows the results obtained.

This linear behavior is represented by the following equation

\[
\ln \left(\frac{P_i}{P_0}\right)_{\text{calc}} = (1.156 \pm 0.021) \ln \left(\frac{t_0}{t_a}\right) + (8.22 \pm 0.25) \quad R^2 = 0.9993
\]  

(4)

For BBP, the latest experimental vapor pressure value obtained of \(2 \times 10^{-4} \text{ Pa}\) of Gobble et al. (2014), is in good agreement with the value reported in this work but is one order of magnitude lower than the reported by Howard et al. (1985). As observed in Table 2, the DOP vapor pressure reported by Gobble et al. (2014) is in good agreement with our result, within experimental error. Also the mono-esters FAME 16:0 and 18:0 correlated well with the bibliographic data (van Genderen et al., 2002; Chicks et al., 2004).

In this context, the E-EHMC vapor pressure obtained was \(1.8 \pm 0.1 \times 10^{-4} \text{ Pa}\) at 298.15 K. This value was almost one order of magnitude lower than \(1.8 \times 10^{-3} \text{ Pa}\) reported in EPISuite-EPA (2015a,b).

The Z-EHMC vapor pressure was experimentally determined in this work and, as far as we know, this is the first report of this property. As was observed, its value of \(9.8 \pm 0.1 \times 10^{-4} \text{ Pa}\) at 298.15 K is almost five times bigger than E-EHMC one.
observed, the dipole moment molecular interaction for the Z-isomer should be lower than the E-one. The difference in the isomers dipole moment is consistent with the experimental results obtained for the vapor pressures and enthalpies of vaporization.

3.3. Estimation of octanol–air partition coefficients, K_{OA}

Table 3 summarizes the experimental and bibliographic data of K_{OA}, regarding the reference and target substances. The intercepts and slopes reported in the table allow the estimation of K_{OA}-GC as a function of temperature.

These experimental measurements are very close to the ideal system behavior represented by a slope equal to 1 (see Figure N° S5.1 in supplementary information, S5). The uncertainty in the measured values is due mainly to the uncertainty introduced by the calibration procedure and it is not related to the measurement uncertainty of the retention times, which is generally very small.

From the bibliographic data available of K_{OA}, two members of the ubiquitous and widely used phthalate’s family (Staples, 2003), BBP and DOP, have shown a different behavior. On the one hand, the logK_{OA} = 8.7 for BBP reported by van Genderen et al. (2002), did not correlate well with the standard calibration curve. Therefore, its experimental measure had been taken as unknown value (empty triangle in Figure N° S5.1) and the present result suggests a more accurate value of logK_{OA} = 9.12 ± 0.56.

For DEHP and DOP, a logK_{OA} = 10.53 had been suggested by Cousins and Mackay (2000) but an accurate value of 11.18 ± 0.71 for DOP can be obtained from the present correlation (the cross circle, see Figure N° S5.1).

Furthermore, it was possible to determine a value of logK_{OA} = 9.64 ± 0.57 for E-EHMC that agrees well with the EPA estimation of logK_{OA} = 9.938 at 298.15 K. Nevertheless, in the case of the Z-EHMC isomer, there is no reference in the literature. Then, its logK_{OA} = 9.02 ± 0.55 is, to the best of our knowledge, the first report of this physico-chemical property at 298.15 K. See Table 3.

3.4. Estimating relevant atmospheric parameters for EHMCS and phthalates

3.4.1. Determination of the gas–particle partition coefficient, K_p

In atmospheric sciences, gas–particle partitioning of SVOCs is commonly used to describe the global transport of airborne pollutants. The distribution of an organic substance between the gas phase and the surface of the airborne particles depends mainly on a combination of absorption and adsorption processes and can be described by an equilibrium constant named gas–particle partition coefficient, K_p (m³ µg⁻¹), that was defined by (Pankow, 1987, 1994):

$$K_p = \frac{F}{A}$$

where F (retained by filter) and A (retained by adsorbent) are the equilibrium particle-phase and the equilibrium gas-phase concentration of the compound (ng m⁻³), respectively. TSP is the total suspended particulates in air µg m⁻³.

3.4.1.1. Estimating K_p from vapor pressure, P_v/P_a. It was demonstrated that the vapor pressure is a good descriptor of gas–particle partitioning coefficient, K_p for adsorption and absorption processes (Pankow, 1987). Many equations have been used to calculate K_p values from P_v/P_a for several SVOCs classes, but no equation has been presented for Z/E-EHMC or phthalate esters. Weschler et al. (2008) used the values for PAHs because they reasonably resemble phthalate esters, then the relationship reported by Naumova et al. (2003) based on over 1800 partition coefficients for PAHs measured outdoors and indoors in three US cities.

$$\log K_p = -0.860 \log P_v/P_a - 4.67$$

The K_p (P_v) values are summarized in Table 4. The low affinity of Z-EHMC with the particulate phase was observed in contrast with DOP. A similar logK_p could be observed for E-EHMC and BBP with an intermediate tendency to remain in the gas phase.

3.4.1.2. Estimating K_p from K_{OA}. K_{OA} is an excellent descriptor of the air–particle partitioning process and can be used to predict K_p when the predominant distribution process is the adsorption (Harner, and Bidleman, 1998). An empirical relationship derived by Finizio et al. (1997) from field measurements of PAHs compounds has been used in this work:

$$K_p = 1.88 \times 10^{-12} \times K_{OA}$$

Table 4 shows the values of logK_p (K_{OA}) obtained for the target substances. Within these results, Z-EHMC and DOP showed the lower and higher affinity to the particulate. On the other hand, E-EHMC and BBP have similar affinity to the particulate but, essentially, they will found in the gas-phase. In these experimental estimations, it can be observed that, for each molecule, the K_p (K_{OA}) is systematically lower than K_p (P_v/P_a) because they are based on PM2.5 and TSP, respectively. The concentration of a substance in/on the particle, F, is expected to be somewhat larger for PM2.5 than for TSP (Finlayson-Pitts and Pits, 2000). It could be inferred that the K_p calculated using the vapor pressure is larger than the K_p calculated using K_{OA} model, see Table 4, (Weschler et al., 2008). Nevertheless, other factors may contribute to this difference between the two models. On the order hand, Xiao and Wania (2003) concluded that, at the present, the data available are too imprecise to judge which of the two descriptors is the more appropriate.

3.4.2. Estimating particle-bound fraction, φ%

The φ% can be obtained using the following equation:

$$\Phi = \frac{F}{F + A} \frac{K_p,\text{TSP}}{1 + K_p,\text{TSP}}$$

Lohmann and Lammel (2004) collected information of several works related to the atmospheric particulate monitoring and classified the TSP experimental values according to four categories: urban, suburban, background, and remote, assigning them values of 55, 22, 14 and 7.7 µg m⁻³, respectively. Taking into account these different scenarios, the φ% were calculated (Eq. (8)) using the K_p obtained from the two models described above. In all cases,
a TSP decrease produced an increase in the gas phase concentration of the substances under study (see Table 4 and Figure N° S6.1a and 6.1b in supplementary information).

The mean values of φ/μ% of both models predicted that E-EHMC would be more strongly adsorbed to the particulate than Z-EHMC but both isomers would be present predominantly in the gas phase (φE-EHMC = 17–41% and φZ-EHMC = 5–16%). On the other hand, DOP would be predominantly in the particulate phase (φ = 82–95%) while BBP would be found in the gas phase (ϕ = 16–39%). These predictions of phthalates partitioning were in agreement with those reported by Blanchard et al. (2013) in which the particulate fraction of BBP was 14.2% in outdoor air of Paris (France) and also with the reported by Wang et al. (2008), in which the particulate fraction for BBP was 19% and 20% for urban and suburban Nanjing (China), respectively. Furthermore, in the Arctic zone, Xie et al. (2007) determined the φmean for DMP, DEP, DnBP, BBP and DEHP, with values of 3, 5, 33, 40 and 71, respectively. BBP also coincided with a reported result of 40%, within experimental error.

In the case of DOP, it was observed that its particulate-bound could vary from 25% up to 100% in the two measured scenarios (Wang et al., 2008). This could be attributed to TSP values the differences and to the non-equilibrium conditions in which partitioning between the gas and particulate phases of the atmosphere takes place in the outdoor. Nevertheless, taking into account the 71% reported for DEHP in the work of Xie et al. (2007), and considering that DOP has a lower vapor pressure and larger KOA than DEHP, (Tables 2 and 3), it could be reasonable for a bound-particle of 82–95% for DOP, close to the 100%.

Mayol-Bracero et al. (2001) detected E-EHMC in 87% of organic aerosol samples and it was also detected in the atmosphere above the open sea but the concentrations were not reported. According to the present results, the EHCME delivered to the ecosystem, could be present in the atmosphere in both, the gas and particulate phase but the estimation of the particle-bound for E-EHMC (17–41%) and Z-EHMC (5–16%) suggested that both isomers should be mainly in the gas phase. Recently, Tsui et al. (2014) reported the presence of E-EHMC in the Arctic sea water and have proposed that this could be the result of atmospheric long-range or short-range transport (Wania and Mackay, 1996; Bennett et al., 2001). In this context, the occurrence of E-EHMC and Z-EHMC in the gas and particulate phase samples collected in Córdoba (Argentina) showed that both compounds are mainly in the gas phase. These experimental results should be in accordance with the present work (Chiappero et al., to be submitted).

4. Conclusions

From these novel measurements arise a ΔHvap (T298) of 108.91 ± 1.82 and 98.93 ± 1.75 kJ mol⁻¹, for E-EHMC and Z-EHMC, respectively. Additionally, it was proposed that the higher vapor pressure at 298.15 K of Z-EHMC is directly related to the decrease in the intrinsic dipole–dipole interactions of such molecules in condensed phase as compared to the corresponding E-EHMC isomer.

With a logKOA of 9.64 ± 0.57 and 9.02 ± 0.55 for E-EHMC and Z-EHMC, respectively, both semi-volatile compounds are including in the range of 6 < logKOA < 10 so, their dry gaseous deposition on to vegetation and soil could be an efficient scavenging pathway from the atmosphere.

New values of logKOA for BBP, 9.12 ± 0.56, and DOP, 11.18 ± 0.71, have been proposed.

According to the present results, the EHMCE released into the environment, could be present in the atmosphere in both, the gas and particulate phase. Nevertheless, their particle-bound fraction estimation suggested that both isomers should be mainly in the gas phase.
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